
  CORRECT
		Use a fan spray of water

 	Maintain nozzle more than 1200mm from livery  
  edges

	 	Maximum 75 bar water pressure

 	Maximum water temperature 38°C

 	Maintain angle greater than 45 degrees to   
  vehicle 

 	Use a mild detergent, clean water & soft   
  brush

 	Avoid chevron ti ps, corners and vulnerable   
  areas of kit

Call Rennicks today on:

01928 579966

LOOKING AFTER 
YOUR LIVERY

VEHICLE CLEANING GUIDELINES
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INCORRECT

>1200MM

>300mm 
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  INCORRECT
		Do not direct high pressure water at edges   
  of sheeting

 	Do not hold nozzle closer than 1200mm to   
  livery

 	Do not direct water at angle of less than   
  45° to livery

 	Do not use solvents, abrasive, alcohol based  
  cleaners or vehicle under body cleaning   
  solutions

		Do not steam clean liveries



OUTSTANDING VISIBILITY
The most demanding jobs need products you can 
depend on, which is why Rennicks have created an 
innovative combination of Nikkalite Flexible Crystal 
Grade Microprismatic Sheeting and our new improved 
Advantedge edge-sealing technology.

It is the ultimate package for the conspicuity market.

Tough, yet flexible enough for the contours of 
vehicle body work, it offers outstanding visibility in all 
conditions.

So, when you’'re ready, Rennicks can respond to any 
emergency.

IMPENETRABLE EDGE-SEALING
Arguably the strongest and most accurate edge sealing 
on the market today, Nikkalite with Advantedge 
ensures a quality finish every time.

STRONG, FLEXIBLE & DURABLE
Nikkalite has been designed to be flexible enough for 
application on most vehicle curves whilst retaining its 
strength and agility.

Tough, durable and visible, Nikkalite continues to 
shine whatever the weather.  

Nikkalite Red with Hi-SCal Yellow is particularly 
effective during twilight hours.

Call Rennicks today on:

01928 579966

INNOVATIVE 
CONSPICUITY
COMPLIES TO HOME OFFICE PSDB 
GUIDELINES & HA CHAPTER 8
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